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1. EFFECT ALGEBRAS
w xIn 6 , we introduced the following definition.
 .1.1. DEFINITION. An effect algebra is a system E, [ , 0, u consisting of
a set E with two special elements 0, u g E, called the zero and the unit,
and with a partially defined binary operation [ satisfying the following
conditions for all p, q, r g E:
 .i Commutati¨ e Law: If p [ q is defined, then q [ p is defined and
p [ q s q [ p.
 .  .ii Associati¨ e Law: If q [ r and p [ q [ r are defined, then
 .  .  .p [ q and p [ q [ r are defined and p [ q [ r s p [ q [ r.
 .iii Orthosupplement Law: For every p g E there exists a unique
q g E such that p [ q is defined and p [ q s u.
 .iv Zero-One Law: If p [ u is defined, then p s 0.
The archetypal example of an effect algebra is the standard effect algebra
 .E , [ , z, | for a Hilbert space H, where E consists of all self-adjoint
operators A on H such that z F A F |. For A, B g E , A [ B is defined
iff A q B g E , in which case A [ B [ A q B. We use the notation [
.to mean ``equals by definition.'' If H is the Hilbert space affiliated with a
quantum-mechanical system, operators A g E are of significance in repre-
w xsenting unsharp measurements or observations on the system 3, 19, 20 .
w xEffect algebras are mathematically equivalent to weak orthoalgebras 9 or
w xD-posets 14 .
Unless confusion threatens, we say that E is an effect algebra when we
 .really mean that E, [ , 0, u is an effect algebra. Also, if we write an
² Deceased.
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equation such as p [ q s r, we are asserting both that p [ q is defined
and that p [ q s r. In what follows, we assume that E is an effect algebra
with unit u.
 .If p, q g E, we say that p is orthogonal to q in symbols, p H q iff
 .p [ q is defined and that p is less than or equal to q in symbols, p F q iff
p [ r s q for some r g E. The unique element q such that p [ q s u,
called the orthosupplement of p, is written as pX [ q. Let a , a , . . . , a1 2 n
 .be a finite sequence in E. If n s 1, we say that [ a exists in E and1
 .define [ a [ a . By recursion, we say that the orthogonal sum1 1
 .  .[ a , a , . . . , a exists in E iff s [ [ a , a , . . . , a and s [ a exist1 2 n 1 2 ny1 n
 .in E, in which case we define [ a , a , . . . , a [ s [ a . Alternative1 2 n n
n notations for the orthogonal sum are a [ a [ ??? [ a , [ a , and if n1 2 n iis1
.is understood [ a . If [ a exists in E, we say that a , a , . . . , a is ani i 1 2 ni i
orthogonal sequence in E.
If a g E, n is a positive integer and a [ a for i s 1, 2, . . . , n, we sayi
that na is defined iff [ a exists in E, in which case we define na [ [ a .i ii i
If n s 0, we define na [ 0. The element a is isotropic iff a H a, that is, iff
 .2 a is defined. If na is defined, but n q 1 a is not defined, we say that n is
the isotropic index of a. If na is defined for all nonnegative integers n, we
say that a has infinite isotropic index.
A subset S of E is called a subeffect algebra of E iff 0, u g S, S is
closed under p ¬ pX, and p, q g S with p H q « p [ q g S. A subeffect
algebra S of E is an effect algebra in its own right under the restriction to
S of [. Also, for p, q g S, p F q in S iff p F q in E. Indeed, if p, q g S
 X .Xand p [ r s q in E, then r s p [ q g S, so p F q in S. Note that a
subeffect algebra of E is closed under the formation of finite orthogonal
sums.
The basic properties of effect algebras, such as the fact that F is a
w xpartial order, are developed in 6 and will be assumed in the present
paper.
2. INTERVAL ALGEBRAS
In what follows, abelian groups are understood to be additively written
and the positive cone of a partially ordered abelian group G is denoted by
q  4 q qG [ g g G N 0 F g . In particular, R and Z denote the standard
positive cones in the additive group R of real numbers and the additive
group Z of integers. If G is a partially ordered abelian group and u g Gq,
qw x  4we define the inter¨ al G 0, u [ p g G N 0 F p F u . We omit the
straightforward proof of the following theorem.
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2.1. THEOREM. If G is a partially ordered abelian group and u g Gq,
qw x  qw xthen the inter¨ al G 0, u can be organized into an effect algebra G 0, u , [ ,
.0, u such that p [ q is defined iff p q q F u, in which case p [ q s p q q.
qw xFurthermore, the effect-algebra partial order on G 0, u coincides with the
qw xrestriction to G 0, u of the partial order on G.
qw x2.2. DEFINITION. An effect algebra of the form G 0, u as in Theorem
 .2.1 or isomorphic to such an effect algebra is called an inter¨ al effect
 .algebra or for short, simply an inter¨ al algebra with unit u in the group G.
If H is a Hilbert space and E is the standard effect algebra for H, then
E is an interval algebra with unit | in the partially ordered abelian group
V of all self-adjoint operators on H.
The proof of the following lemma is a straightforward mathematical
induction.
2.3. LEMMA. Let G be a partially ordered abelian group, u g Gq, and let
qw xp , p , . . . , p be a finite sequence of elements in the inter¨ al algebra G 0, u .1 2 n
qw xThen the orthogonal sum [ p exists in G 0, u iff  p F u in G, ini i ii
which case [ p s  p .i i ii
 :If G is an abelian group and M : G, we denote by M the subgroup
 .of G generated by M and by ssg M the subsemigroup of G consisting of
0 and all finite sums of sequences of elements of G. If Gq is the positive
 q: q qcone in a partially ordered abelian group G, then G s G y G and,
w x  q:as is well known 4, 10 , G s G iff G is directed in the sense that, for
a, b g G, 'c g G with a, b F c.
2.4. THEOREM. Let K be a partially ordered abelian group, suppose
q qw xu g K , and let S be a subeffect algebra of the inter¨ al algebra K 0, u . Let
 : q  .G [ S and let G [ ssg S . Then G is a partially ordered abelian group
q qw xwith generating cone G and S s G 0, u .
Proof. Evidently 0, u g S : Gq: G l Kq, Gqq Gq: Gq, Gqly
q q q  4G : K ly K s 0 , and G is a partially ordered abelian group with
generating cone Gq. If p g S, then p9 s u y p g S, so p, u y p g Gq,
qw x qw xand it follows that p g G 0, u . Conversely, suppose that p g G 0, u .
q q qw xThen p, u y p g G : K and 'p , p , . . . , p g S : K 0, u such that1 2 n
qw xp s  p and p F u in K. By Lemma 2.3, p s [ p in K 0, u and, sincei i ii
qw xS is a subeffect algebra of K 0, u , it follows that p g S.
2.5. COROLLARY. A subeffect algebra of an inter¨ al algebra is an inter¨ al
algebra.
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If E is the standard effect algebra for a Hilbert space H, then the
orthomodular lattice P of all projection operators self-adjoint idempo-
.tents on H is a subeffect algebra of E. Elements of P are called sharp
 w x.effects or decision effects 15, 16 and P is the prototype for the so-called
w xquantum logics 1, 3, 5, 12, 17, 18 . Since E is an interval algebra, it follows
from Corollary 2.5 that P is also an interval algebra.
3. ORDER UNITS AND AMBIENT GROUPS
If G is a partially ordered abelian group, an element u g Gq is called
an order unit for G iff, for every g g G, there exists n g Zq such that
g F nu. Note that if G admits an order unit u, then Gq is a generating
cone, i.e., G is directed. Indeed, if x, y g G, 'n, m g Zq with x F nu and
 .y F mu, whence, x, y F n q m u.
3.1. LEMMA. If G is a partially ordered abelian group with a generating
q q q  qw x.cone G , u g G , and G s ssg G 0, u , then u is an order unit in G.
Proof. Let g g G. Since Gq generates G, there are elements a, b g
q q  qw x.G with g s a y b. Since G s ssg G 0, u , there are elements
qw xp , p , . . . , p g G 0, u with a s  p . Thus, a s  p F nu F nu q b1 2 n i i i i
and it follows that g s a y b F nu.
3.2. DEFINITION. If G is a partially ordered abelian group, then an
q q  qw x.  q:element u g G such that G s ssg G 0, u and G s G is called a
generati¨ e order unit for G. If u is a generative order unit for G and E is
qw xisomorphic to G 0, u , we say that G is an ambient group with order unit u
for E.
In a lattice-ordered group, every order unit is generative. However, if
q q  4G s Z with the nonstandard cone G [ Z _ 1 , then 2 is an order unit in
G, but it is not generative.
3.3. THEOREM. E¨ery inter¨ al algebra E has an ambient group G.
qw xProof. Theorem 2.4 with E s K 0, u .
An ambient group for an interval algebra E is not necessarily uniquely
determined by E. For instance, let G [ Z as an additive group, but let the
q  q4  4 positive cone in G be G [ 3n q 4m N n, m g Z s 0, 3, 4 j 6 q
q. qw xZ . Then G is an ambient group with order unit 7 for E [ G 0, 7 s
 40, 3, 4, 7 . The interval algebra E, which is isomorphic to the Boolean
algebra 22, also has Z = Z with positive cone Zq= Zq and order unit
 .1, 1 as an ambient group.
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4. THE UNIVERSAL AMBIENT GROUP OF AN
INTERVAL ALGEBRA
If G is an abelian group, then a G-¨ alued measure on the effect algebra
 .E is a mapping f : E ª G such that, for all p, q g E, p H q « f p [ q
 .  . w xs f p q f q . In 6 we showed that, associated with each effect algebra
E is a so-called uni¨ ersal group; that is, an abelian group G and a G-valued
  .:measure g : E ª G such that G s g E and, if f : E ª G is a G-valued
measure, there is a group homomorphism fU : G ª G such that f s
fU (g . We refer to g as the canonical G-valued measure for E.
4.1. THEOREM. Let G be the uni¨ ersal group, let g : E ª G be the
q   ..canonical G-¨alued measure for the effect algebra E, and let G [ ssg g E .
Then a necessary and sufficient condition that E is an inter¨ al algebra is that
q q  4 qG ly G : 0 , so that G is partially ordered with G as its positi¨ e cone,
qw  .x  .  .and g : E ª G 0, g u is a surjection such that, for p, q g E, g p F g q
implies p F q.
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is evident. Conversely, suppose
that E is an interval algebra. By Theorem 3.3, there is an ambient group G
qw xfor E and we can identify E with G 0, u . The injection mapping i:
E ª G is a G-valued measure on E, so there is a group homomorphism
U U   ..i : G ª G such that i g p s p for all p g E.
q  .Let x g G . Then 'p , p , . . . , p g E with x s  g p and it follows1 2 n i i
U  . q U  q. q qthat i x s  p g G . Thus, i G : G . Also, if x, yx g G , theni i
 p , y p g Gq, so  p s 0; hence, since p , p , . . . , p g Gq, p si i i i i i 1 2 n 1
p s ??? s p s 0, so x s 0. Thus, G is partially ordered with Gq as its2 n
positive cone.
X  .  X .  .  X.Let p g E. Then p s u y p g E, g u s g p [ p s g p q g p ,
 .  .  .  X .  . q  .and it follows that g p , g u yg p sg p gg E : G ; hence, g p g
qw  .x  . qw  .xG 0, g u . Consequently, g E : G 0, g u . Conversely, suppose that
qw  .x  . q U  . U   . .x g G 0, g u , so that x, g u y x g G . Thus, i x , i g u y x s
U  . U  q. q U  . qw xu y i x g i G : G and it follows that i x g G 0, u s E. Since
q  . U  .x g G , 'p , p , . . . , p g E with x s  g p , so  p s i x g E;1 2 n i i i i
U  .  .hence, i x s [ p g E by Lemma 2.3 and it follows that x s  g pi i ii
 U  ..  . qw  .x  .  .s g i x g g E . Therefore, G 0, g u : g E and we have g E s
qw  .xG 0, g u .
 .  . qw  .x  .Suppose that p, q g E with g p F g q in G 0, g u . Then g q y
 . q U   .  .. U  q. qg p g G , so q y p s i g q y g p g i G s G and it follows
that p F q in E.
4.2. COROLLARY. If E is an inter¨ al algebra with unit u, there exists an
qw xambient group G with order unit u for E such that E s G 0, u and e¨ery
group-¨ alued measure f : E ª H can be extended to a group homomorphism
fU : G ª H.
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qw  .xProof. In Theorem 4.1, let G s G and identify E with G 0, g u by
q . w  .xidentifying p g E with g p g G 0, g u .
The group G in Corollary 4.2 is the universal group for the interval
qw xalgebra E, with the inclusion mapping E ª G 0, u : G as the canonical
G-valued measure. Thus, we refer to the group G in Corollary 4.2 as the
uni¨ ersal ambient group for the interval algebra E.
4.3. DEFINITION. Let G be a partially ordered abelian group. An order
unit u in G is said to be uni¨ ersal iff G is the universal ambient group for
qw xthe interval effect algebra G 0, u .
4.4. LEMMA. Let G be a partially ordered abelian group. Then the follow-
ing conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i E¨ery generati¨ e order unit in G is uni¨ ersal.
 . qw xii If u is a generati¨ e order unit for G and f : G 0, u ª H is a
group-¨ alued measure, then f can be extended to a group-¨ alued measure
a qw xf : G 0, 2u ª H.
 .  .  .  .Proof. To prove that i « ii , assume i and the hypotheses of ii . By
 . Ui , f can be extended to a group homomorphism f : G ª H and the
a U qw xrestriction f of f to G 0, 2u is an H-valued measure.
 .  .  .To prove that ii « i , assume ii , let u be a generative order unit for
qw xG, and let f : G 0, u ª H be a group-valued measure. Let 1 F n g Z.
 qw x. qBy mathematical induction and the fact that ssg G 0, u s G , there is a
qw n xunique H-valued measure f : G 0, 2 u ª H that extends f. Since u isn
q qw n xan order unit, G is the set-theoretic union of the intervals G 0, 2 u , so
there is a uniquely determined mapping fq: Gqª H that extends each of
q . q . q .the H-valued measures f . Evidently, f x q y s f x q f y for allk
x, y g Gq. Since G s Gqy Gq, fq can be extended uniquely to a group
Uhomomorphism f : G ª H.
4.5. THEOREM. Let G be partially ordered abelian group with no nonzero
elements of order 2 such that, for e¨ery x g Gq, there is a y g Gq with
2 y s x. Then e¨ery order unit in G is uni¨ ersal.
Proof. Let u be an order unit in G. Then Gq is a generating cone. If
g g G, there are elements a, b g Gq with g s a y b and there are
elements c, d g Gq with a s 2c, b s 2 d; hence there is an element
h [ c y d g G with g s 2h. Furthermore, since G contains no nonzero
1elements of order 2, h is uniquely determined by g and we define g [ h.2
1 qEvidently, x ¬ x is an order-preserving automorphism of G. If a g G ,2
there is a positive integer n with a F 2 nu and, by 2 n applications of the
1order-preserving automorphism x ¬ x to the latter inequality, we can2
find b g Gq with b F u such that 2 nb s a. Consequently, Gqs
 qw x.ssg G 0, u , so u is generative.
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qw x aNow let f : G 0, ¨ ª H be an H-valued measure. Then f :
1q a qw x  .  . w xG 0, 2u ª H defined by f x s 2f x for all x g G 0, 2u is an2
H-valued measure that extends f, so u is universal by Lemma 4.4.
4.6. COROLLARY. Let F be a subfield of R, let V be a ¨ector space o¨er
F, and suppose that the additi¨ e abelian group V is partially ordered by the
q q q q  qpositi¨ e cone V in such a way that F V : V i.e., V partially orders V
.as a ¨ector space . Then e¨ery order unit in the partially ordered abelian group
V is uni¨ ersal.
4.7. COROLLARY. If V is the additi¨ e abelian group of all self-adjoint
 .operators on a Hilbert space, ordered in the usual way, then V , | is the
qw xuni¨ ersal group for the standard effect algebra E [ V z, | .
5. PROBABILITY MEASURES
Probability measures are defined on effect algebras just as they are for
w xorthoalgebras 12, 13 .
 .5.1. DEFINITION. A probability measure or state on the effect algebra
 . q  .E is an R-valued measure v : E ª R such that v E : R and v u s 1.
 .We denote by V E the set of all probability measures on E.
Let G be the universal group for E and let g : E ª be the canonical
G-valued measure. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence v l vU ,
determined by the condition v s vU (g , between probability measures
 . U U   ..v g V E and group homomorphisms v : G ª R such that v g E :
q U   ..R and v g u s 1. In particular, if G is the universal group for an
qw xinterval algebra E s G 0, u , then the probability measures on E are
precisely the restrictions to E of order-preserving group homomorphisms
U U  .v : G ª R that are normalized in the sense that v u s 1.
 .5.2. DEFINITION. Let D : V E .
 .i D is positi¨ e iff, for every p g E with p / 0, 'v g D with
 .v p ) 0.
 .  .  .ii D is order determining iff, for all p, q g E, v p F v q for all
v g D « p F q.
5.3. LEMMA. Suppose the effect algebra E admits a positi¨ e set of proba-
bility measures, let G be the uni¨ ersal group for E, and let g : E ª G be the
canonical G-¨alued measure. Then G is a partially ordered abelian group with
q   ..  .positi¨ e cone G [ ssg g E and V E is the set of mappings of the form
vU (g , where vU : G ª R is an order-preser¨ ing group homomorphism such
U   ..  . qw  .xthat v g u s 1. Furthermore, g E : G 0, g u .
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Proof. Suppose that g, yg g Gq. Then there are finite sequences
 .  .p , p , . . . , p and q , q , . . . , q in E with g s  g p and yg s  g q ,1 2 n 1 2 m i i j j
 .  .and it follows that 0 s  g p q  g q . Suppose 1 F k F n and p / 0.i i j j k
 .Then there exists a probability measure v on E with v p ) 0 and therek
is a corresponding group homomorphism vU : G ª R with v s vU (g .
Therefore,
vU 0 s vU g p q vU g q s v p q v q .  .  .  .  . .  .   i j i j
i j i j
G v p ) 0, .k
U  .contradicting v 0 s 0. Consequently, p s 0 for 1 F i F n and it followsi
 . qthat g s  g p s 0, so G is partially ordered by the cone G . Further-i i
 . U qmore, for every v g V E , the group homomorphism v : G ª R
satisfies
vU Gq s vU ssg g E : ssg vU g E : ssg Rq : Rq, .  .  .  . .  . .  .
U U   ..  .so v is order preserving and v g u s v u s 1. Conversely, if
vU : G ª R is an order-preserving group homomorphism such that
U   ..  .v g u s 1, it is clear that v [ v (g g V E .
X  .If p g E and p is the orthosupplement of p in E, then g u s
 X.  .  X.  .  X. qg p [ p s g p q g p and, since g p , g p g G , we have 0 F
X q .  .  .  .  . w  .xg p s g u y g p F g u . Therefore, g E : G 0, g u .
5.4. THEOREM. If E admits an order-determining set of probability mea-
sures, then it is an inter¨ al algebra.
Proof. Evidently, an order-determining set of probability measures is
positive. Therefore, by Lemma 5.3, we can organize the universal group G
of E into a partially ordered abelian group with positive cone Gqs
  ..ssg g E , where g : E ª G is the canonical G-valued measure. If v g
 . UV E , denote by v : G ª R the corresponding order-preserving group
homomorphism such that v s vU (g .
 .  .Suppose p, q g E with g p F g q . Then, for every probability mea-
U   .. U   ..  .  .sure v on E, we have v g p F v g q , so v p F v q ; hence, by
qw xour hypothesis, p F q. Consequently g : E ª G 0, u satisfies p F q m
 .  .  .g p F g q , so g : E ª g E is an order isomorphism.
 .Obviously, g E is closed under the orthosupplementation in
qw  .x  .  . qw x XG 0, g u . Suppose p, q g E, g p H g q in G 0, u , and q [ q s u
 .  .  .  X. Xin E. Then g p F g u y g q s g q , so p F q , p H q in E, and
 .  .  .  .  . qw xg p [ q s g p q g q s g p [ g q in G 0, u . This shows that
 . qw x  .g E is a subeffect algebra of G 0, u ; hence, by Corollary 2.5, g E is an
 .interval algebra. Since g : E ª g E is an effect-algebra isomorphism, it
follows that E is an interval algebra.
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Virtually every logico-algebraic system E that has been seriously pro-
 .posed as the sharp or unsharp logic of a real physical system is at least an
effect algebra that carries an order determining set of probability mea-
sures. By Theorem 5.4, every such logic E is an interval algebra.
5.5. THEOREM. E¨ery inter¨ al algebra admits at least one probability
measure.
Proof. If E is an interval algebra, we may assume by Theorem 3.3 that
qw xE s G 0, u for the universal group G with generative order unit u. By
w x11, Corollary 3.3 , there is a group homomorphism f : G ª R such that
 q. q  .f G : R and f u s 1. The restriction v of f to E is a probability
measure on L.
6. SCALE ALGEBRAS
w xIn 6 , we defined a scale effect algebra, or just a scale algebra for short,
qw xto be a totally ordered effect algebra. The scale algebra R 0, 1 is called
q qw xthe standard scale algebra and, if n g Z , the scale algebra C [ Z 0, nn
w xis called the n-chain 7 .
If G is a totally ordered abelian group and u g Gq, it is clear that
qw xG 0, u is a scale algebra. In this section, we show that, conversely, every
scale algebra is an interval algebra, that it has a totally ordered universal
group, and that every order unit in a totally ordered abelian group is
universal. We begin by showing that any scale algebra can be ``doubled.''
 . X6.1. LEMMA. Let A, [ , 0, u be a scale algebra with a ¬ a as the
orthosupplement mapping and F as its total order. Then there exists a scale
 . Ualgebra D, [ , 0, ¨ with d ¬ d as the orthosupplement mapping and FD D
as its total order such that A : D and, for all a, b g A:
 . Ui a F bD
 . X Uii a F b « a F b and a [ b s a [ bD D
 . X Uiii a F b m a F b and a [ b g AD D
 .iv a F b m a F bD
 .v d g D _ A « a F dD
 .vi d g D « 'a, b g A with d s a [ b.D
Sketch of the proof. The proof, although straightforward, is a bit te-
dious, so we content ourselves with a sketch, leaving the details to the
 4 U  U 4interested reader. Let I [ a g A N a - u , let I s a N a g I be a copy
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of I that is disjoint from A, and let
 4 U UD [ I j u j I s A j I .
Extend the bijection U : I ª IU given by a ¬ aU to a bijection U : D ª D
UU U  .U UUby defining a s a for a g I and u s u, noting that d s d for all
d g D.
 .Define a partial binary operation x, y ¬ x [ y for x, y g D only inD
 .the following three mutually exclusive cases:
Case 1. If x, y g A with x F yX, then x [ y [ x [ y.D
X  X X.UCase 2. If x, y g A with y - x, then x [ y [ x [ y .D
Case 3. If x g A, a g I, y s aU , and x F a, then x [ y and y [ xD D
are both defined to be bU , where b is the unique element in A for which
x [ b s a.
 . UThat D, 0, ¨ , [ is an effect algebra with unit ¨ s 0 and orthosupple-D
mentation x ¬ xU follows from a routine verification of the four laws in
Definition 1.1. The confirmation of the associative law involves an exhaus-
.tive case analysis.
 .i follows from Case 1, Case 2, and the fact that A is totally ordered, so
 .  .  .that a [ b is defined for all a, b g A. ii , iii , and iv follow immedi-D
 .ately from Case 1. To prove v , note that if a g A and d g D _ A, then
U  .  .d s b for some b g I : A, so a F d by ii . To prove vi , supposeD
d g D. If d g A, then d s d [ 0 s d [ 0 with d, 0 g A. If d f A, thenD
d s cU for some c g I : A, and it follows from Case 2 that d s cU s
X Xc [ u with c , u g A.D
6.2. THEOREM. An effect algebra E is a scale algebra iff it admits a totally
ordered ambient group.
Proof. If E admits a totally ordered ambient group, then it is clearly a
scale algebra. Conversely, let E be a scale algebra with unit u. We
recursively construct a nested infinite sequence of scale algebras E s
E : E : E : ??? such that the partially defined orthogonal sum [0 1 2 iq1
o n E extends the corresponding partially defined orthogonal sum [iq1 i
o n E in the same sense that [ on D extends [ on A in Lemma 6.1.i D
 .By part vi of Lemma 6.1 and induction, for each element q g E , theren
exists a finite sequence of elements p , p , . . . , p g E s E : E such1 2 k 0 n
that q s p [ p [ ??? [ p .1 n 2 n n k
Let C [ D` E and define the binary operation q on C by x q y sis0 i
x [ y, where n is any nonnegative integer such that both x and ynq1
belong to E . Evidently, q is well defined, E : C, and C has the followingn
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properties:
 .i C is a commutative cancellation semigroup with zero under q.
 .ii If x, y g C with x q y s 0, then x s y s 0.
 .iii If x, y g C, either 'z g C with x s y q z or 'w g C with y s
x q w.
 . Xiv For x, y g E, x F y in E iff x q y g E, in which case x [ y s
x q y.
 .v E generates the semigroup C.
w x  .  .By a theorem of Birkhoff 2, 8, Theorem 4, p. 14 , i and ii imply that
there is a partially ordered abelian group G with generating cone Gqs C.
 . q qw x  .By iii , G is totally ordered by G , E s G 0, 1 by iv , and E generatesL
q  .C s G by v .
As a consequence of Theorem 6.2, every scale algebra E is an interval
algebra. We remark that the effect algebra D constructed in Lemma 6.1 is
w xactually the tensor product E m C of E with the 2-chain C 7 .2 2
6.3. LEMMA. If G is a totally ordered abelian group u g Gq and 0 /
q qw xn g Z , then e¨ery element in G 0, nu is a finite sum of at most n elements
qw xin G 0, u .
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The statement is obvious for
qw xn s 1. Suppose every element in G 0, nu is a finite sum of at most n
qw x qw  . x qw xelements in G 0, u and let x g G 0, n q 1 u . If x g G 0, u , there is
nothing to prove, so we can assume that u F x. Therefore, since 0 F x F
qw xnu q u, we have 0 F x y u F nu, so 'p , p , . . . , p g G 0, u with1 2 n
x y u s  p and it follows that x s u q  p .i i i i
6.4. THEOREM. If G is a totally ordered abelian group, then e¨ery order
unit in G is uni¨ ersal.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, every order unit in G is generative. Thus, to
 .prove the lemma, we need only verify part ii of Lemma 4.4. Thus, let
q qw xu g G , let f : G 0, u ª H be a group-valued measure, and x g
qw xG 0, 2u . Since G is totally ordered, one of the conditions x F u or u F x
holds. If u F x, then u F x F 2u and 0 F x y u F u. Thus, the mapping
a qw xf : G 0, 2u ª H, defined by
f x , if x F u , .
af x s .  f x y u q f u , if u F x , .  .
qw x for all x g G 0, 2u , is a well defined extension of f. Note that if f has
qw xan extension to an H-valued measure on G 0, 2u , it must be given by
.this formula.
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qw x a .Now let x, y, x q y g G 0, 2u . We have to show that f x q y s
a . a . qw xf x q f y . This is clear if x q y F u, for then x, y, x q y g G 0, u ,
so we can assume that u F x q y F 2u. It is also clear if x s y s u, when
 .both sides reduce to 2f u . Thus, we can also assume that one of the two
conditions x F u, y F u holds, for otherwise u F x, u F y, so 2u F x q
 .  .y F 2u, x q y s 2u, x y u q y y u s 0, and, owing to the fact that
0 F x y u and 0 F y y u, we have x s y s u. Hence, by symmetry, we can
assume that x F u.
If u - y, then we have 0 F x, 0 F y y u, and x q y y u F u, so f x q
.   ..  .  .y y u s f x [ y y u s f x q f y y u , and it follows that
fa x q y s f x q y y u q f u s f x q f y y u q f u .  .  .  .  .  .
s fa x q fa y . .  .
Thus, we can assume that x F u, y F u, u F x q y F 2u. Hence, x q y y
qw x  .  . qw xu, u y y, x g G 0, u ; so x q y y u [ u y y s x in G 0, u and it
 .  .  .follows that f x q y y u q f u y y s f x , so
f x q y y u s f x y f u y y . .  .  .
 . qw xAlso, u s y [ u y y in G 0, u , so
f u s f y q f u y y .  .  .
and again we have
fa x q y s f x q y y u q f u s f x q f y .  .  .  .  .
a as f x q f y . .  .
6.5. COROLLARY. If E is a scale algebra, then E is an inter¨ al algebra, the
uni¨ ersal ambient group G for E is totally ordered, and if G is any totally
ordered ambient group for E, then G is isomorphic to G.
Proof. By Theorem 6.2, there is a totally ordered group G with a
qw xgenerative order unit u such that E s G 0, u and, by Theorem 6.4, G is
the universal group for E.
6.6. THEOREM. A scale algebra admits a unique probability measure.
Proof. Let G be the universal ambient group for the scale algebra E.
w xBy Corollary 6.5, G is totally ordered and by 10, Corollary 4.17 , there is a
U U  .unique order-preserving homomorphism v : G ª R with v u s 1.
U qw xThus, the restriction v of v to E s G 0, u is the unique element in
 .V E .
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6.7. THEOREM. Let E be a scale algebra with uni¨ ersal ambient group G,
let v be the unique probability measure on E, and let vU : G ª R be the
unique extension of v to a group homomorphism. Then the following condi-
tions are mutually equi¨ alent:
 .i E contains no nonzero elements with infinite isotropic index.
 . q  U  .4ii G s g g G N 0 F v g
 .iii There is a subgroup H of R and an isomorphism f : G ª H of G
 .  q. qonto H such that f u s 1 and f G s H l R .
 .iv E is isomorphic to a subeffect algebra of the standard scale algebra
qw xR 0, u .
 .  .  4v V E s v is order determining.
 .  .  4vi V E s v is positi¨ e.
Proof. We note that G is totally ordered and vU : G ª R is order
U  .preserving with v u s 1.
 .  . U q  U  .4i « ii Since v is order preserving, G : g g G N 0 F v g .
 . U  . qAssume i and let g g G with 0 F v g , but suppose that g f G .
Then, since G is totally ordered, g / 0 and yg g Gq, hence, 0 F
U  . U  . U  . U  . wv yg s yv g and it follows that v g s v yg s 0. By 10,
x  . qProposition 1.22 and Corollary 4.11 , n yg - u for all n g Z , so the
 .nonzero element yg has infinite isotropic index, contradicting i .
 .  .  . U  .ii « iii Assume ii , let H [ v G , and define f : G ª H by
 . U  .  . q  .f g [ v g for all g g G. If g g ker f , then g, yg g G by ii ,
 .hence g s 0. Therefore, f : G ª H is an isomorphism such that f u s
U  .  q. U  q. q qv u s 1 g H. Obviously, f G s v G : H l R . If h g H l R ,
U  . q  . U  q.then h s v g for some g g G and g g G by ii , so h g v G s
 q.f G .
 .  .  .  .  q. qiii « iv Assume iii and let F [ f E . Since f G : R , it fol-
 .lows that f : G ª R is order preserving and, because f u s 1, we have
 .  qw x. qw xF s f E s f G 0, u : R 0, 1 . Let f be the restriction of f to E,E
 .  .so that f : E ª F is a bijection. Evidently 0 s f 0 g F and 1 s f u gE
 .  .F. If s g F, then s s f x for some x g E, whence 1 y s s f u y x and
F is closed under the orthosupplementation s ¬ 1 y s. Suppose s, t g F
 .  .  .with s q t F 1, s s f x , and t s f y with x, y g E. Then f x q y F
 .  . q q1 s f u , so f u y x y y g H l R and therefore u y x y y g G ,
qw x  .whence x q y g G 0, u s E. Thus, x H y in E and f x [ y sE
 .  . qw xf x q f y s s [ t in R 0, 1 . Consequently, F is a subeffect algebraE E
qw x <of R 0, 1 and f : E ª F is an effect-algebra isomorphism.E
 .  . qw xiv « v If f : E ª F : R 0, 1 is an effect-algebra isomorphism of E
qw xonto the subeffect algebra F of R 0, 1 , then f s v, so v is order
 .  .determining. That v « vi is obvious.
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 .  .  .vi « i Assume vi and suppose that g g E has infinite isotropic
 .  .  . qindex. Then 0 F v g and nv g s v ng F 1 for every n g Z , so
 .v g s 0 and therefore g s 0.
Theorem 6.7 suggests the following definition.
6.8. DEFINITION. A scale algebra E is archimedean iff it contains no
nonzero element with infinite isotropic index.
6.9. COROLLARY. An archimedean scale algebra is either a chain C or itn
is isomorphic to a topologically dense subeffect algebra of the standard scale
qw xalgebra R 0, 1 .
Proof. An additive subgroup H of R is either cyclic or dense in R
w x10, Lemma 4.21 .
6.10. COROLLARY. The standard scale algebra may be characterized as the
only archimedean scale algebra that is infinite and complete as a lattice.
7. NONARCHIMEDEAN SCALE ALGEBRAS
In this section, we show how to construct examples of nonarchimedean
scale algebras; in fact, we sketch a general construction that provides many
such examples as a special case.
w x  .Following Wilce 21 , we define a partial abelian semigroup PAS to be a
set P equipped with a partially defined binary operation [ that is
commutative and associative in the sense of Definition 1.1. A zero for a
PAS P is an element 0 g P such that p [ 0 s p for all p g P and P is
said to be positi¨ e iff it has a zero and satisfies p [ q s 0 « p s q s 0
for all p, q g P. The PAS P satisfies the cancellation law iff, for all
p, q, r g P, p [ q s p [ r « q s r. Note that every effect algebra is a
positive PAS satisfying the cancellation law.
In what follows, we assume that P is a positi¨ e PAS satisfying the
cancellation law. For p, q g P, define p F q iff ' r g P with p [ r s q.
Evidently, P is partially ordered by F . For p, q g P, we define q y p g P
iff p F q, in which case q y p is the unique element in P such that
 .p [ q y p s q.
In what follows, we denote by PU the order-theoretic dual of P. In other
U  U < 4 U U Uwords, P s p p g P , the mapping p ¬ p is a bijection, and p F q
iff q F p for all p, q g P. We assume that P l PU s B and define
U U  U .U: P ª P by p s p for all p g P.
In what follows, let E [ P j PU. We introduce a partially definedÇ
binary operation $ on E as follows: If p, q g P, then p $ q is defined iff
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p [ q is defined, in which case p $ q [ p [ q. Also, p $ qU s qU $ p is
U U  .Udefined iff p F q, in which case p $ q s q $ p [ q y p . Note that
pU $ qU is never defined.
 U .7.1. THEOREM. E, 0, 0 , $ is an effect algebra and the partial order on
P and on its dual PU is the restriction to P and to PU of the partial order on E.
Proof. The commutative law is obvious and the associative law follows
from a straightforward case analysis. Evidently, x $ xU s 0U for all x g E.
Also, if x, y g E and x $ y s 0U , then either x g P and y s xU or y g P
and x s yU ; hence, x $ y s 0U implies that y s xU. If x g E and x $ 0U
is defined, then x F 0, so x s 0 and therefore E is an effect algebra.
If p, q g P, x g E, and p $ x s q, then x g P and p [ x s q. There-
fore, the partial order on P is the restriction to P of the partial order on
E. Likewise, pU $ r s qU for some r g P iff r F p and q s p y r, and
such an r exists iff q F p, so the partial order on PU is the restriction to
UP of the partial order on E.
By Theorem 7.1, any positive PAS with cancellation P can be enlarged
to an effect algebra E. If P is already an effect algebra, then E is
w xisomorphic to the cartesian product P = C 7 .2
7.2. THEOREM. Let K be any totally ordered abelian group and let P s Kq.
Then E s P j PU is a scale algebra and e¨ery element in P has infiniteÇ
isotropic index in E.
Proof. Evidently, both P and PU are totally ordered. Also, if p, q g P,
then r [ p q q s p [ q is defined in P and p $ rU s qU , so p F qU in E
and it follows that E is a scale algebra. If p g P, then np g P for all
qn g Z , so p has infinite isotropic index.
Taking K in Theorem 7.2 to be any nonzero totally ordered abelian
group, we obtain a nonarchimedean scale algebra E.
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